Chapter 7: Extratropical Upper Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere (ExUTLS)

Abstract. The ExUTLS is an important region for understanding the impacts of and feedbacks to anthropogenically forced climate change. Modern reanalyses provide output at vertical resolution that facilitates detailed examination of the ExUTLS and the myriad dynamical, chemical, and physical processes that occur in this layer. This chapter compares diagnostics of many ExUTLS processes in modern reanalysis datasets. The diagnostics include characterization of the tropopause based on different definitions (including multiple tropopauses, vertical structure, comparison of temperature-gradient based tropopause characteristics with radiosonde observations, etc.); UTLS jet characteristics and long-term changes; atmospheric transport from trajectory model calculations; and diagnostics of mixing and stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE). In addition, assimilated UTLS ozone from recent reanalyses is evaluated and compared with satellite observations. Overall results highlight the importance of using high-resolution (particularly in the vertical) reanalyses on their native grids to capture many ExUTLS processes, including tropopause structure and evolution. Most of the diagnostics evaluated show the MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and CFSR/CFSv2 reanalyses to be suitable for UTLS studies with some limitations; in particular, CFSR/CFSv2 does not agree well with the other reanalyses for several of the diagnostics. While useful information on trends in the tropopause and jet characteristics was obtained, great caution is urged in conducting trend studies from reanalyses, and agreement among several reanalyses is one of the key elements for assessing robustness of the ExUTLS trends shown here.
7.1 Introduction

The ExUTLS is a layer of large dynamical, chemical, and physical variability in the atmosphere. It is the transition between the often turbulent, well-mixed troposphere and the relatively quiescent and stratified stratosphere (e.g., Gettelman et al., 2011). Discontinuities in vertical temperature gradients, trace gas concentrations, and occurrence of clouds exist in this layer and are generally centered near the extratropical tropopause. Dynamical processes that lead to mixing between the upper troposphere (UT) and lower stratosphere (LS) can lead to changes in the chemical characteristics of this layer and, ultimately, its radiative forcing. Namely, several key trace gases that are also greenhouse gases have dominant sources that are confined to either the troposphere or stratosphere: H$_2$O is prevalent in the troposphere and Earth’s radiative forcing is most sensitive to changes in its concentration in the LS (e.g., Solomon et al., 2010; Forster and Shine, 1999). O$_3$ is prevalent in the stratosphere and Earth’s radiative forcing is most sensitive to changes in its concentration in the UT (e.g., Lacis et al., 1990). Riese et al. (2012) showed that the radiative effects of both O$_3$ and H$_2$O are sensitive to mixing processes in the UTLS.

The separation between the tropical UTLS (often referred to as the “Tropical Tropopause Layer” or TTL) and the ExUTLS is often based on the location of the subtropical jets in each hemisphere or the tropopause break (the sharp discontinuity in lapse rate tropopause altitude between tropics and extratropics); that separation is thus the region where the isentropes slope sharply downward with increasing latitude. This chapter focuses on the ExUTLS as defined in this manner (i.e., poleward of the subtropical jet and tropopause break), while Chapter 8 focuses on the TTL. Processes related to tropical width and monsoon evolution occur at the interface between these two regions, and, because of their close ties to tropical circulations, are discussed primarily in Chapter 8. Because the UTLS is strongly coupled to the troposphere below and the stratosphere above, the altitude region we focus on here extends from below the high-latitude tropopauses to above the tropical tropopauses, thus, very roughly, from about 300 hPa to 70 hPa.

The definition of the tropopause (outlined further below) is a necessary element of any UTLS study. Its location defines the transition from troposphere to stratosphere (and, as a result, the depth and altitude location of the UTLS region) and enables further analysis of topics such as transport, composition, dynamics, and their collective impacts on radiation and climate. For example, trace gas profiles and stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) are commonly evaluated in a tropopause-relative altitude framework (e.g., Pan et al., 2010; Hegglin et al., 2006; Hoor et al., 2004). Assessing the accuracy of tropopause altitudes and evaluating appropriate methods of defining the tropopause for various applications are thus important focuses of recent and ongoing research using reanalyses.

STE is often assessed in reanalyses by coupling their three-dimensional wind fields with a trajectory model or by driving chemical transport models (CTMs) with reanalysis output and including passive tracers. Many ExUTLS studies focus on individual, large-scale STE processes that are resolved in the reanalyses, such as Rossby wave breaking (RWB; e.g., Kunz et al., 2015; Homeyer and Bowman, 2013; Song et al., 2011; Sprenger et al., 2007; Hitchman and Huesmann, 2007), stratospheric intrusions or tropopause folds (e.g., Knowland et al., 2017; Škerlak et al., 2015; Sprenger et al., 2003), and extratropical cyclones (e.g., Jaeglé et al., 2017; Reutter et al., 2015). Some studies point to long-term changes in these STE processes, which are important to consider in the context of a changing climate because of their impacts on the radiation budget through changes in the distribution of UTLS water vapor, ozone, and additional greenhouse gases (e.g., Orbe et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2010; Hegglin and Shepherd, 2009). Smaller scale phenomena (e.g., shearing instabilities, gravity wave breaking associated with tropopause-penetrating convection) have received increasing attention in ExUTLS research (e.g., Kunkel et al., 2019; Homeyer et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016a), but these processes will not be evaluated in reanalyses until grid resolution meets the scales necessary to resolve such processes. However, tropopause altitudes from reanalyses (and other global models) are often used in observational studies of such phenomena.

The ExUTLS is particularly important because changes in radiatively active trace gases in the region are important drivers of climate variability and change. Chapter 4 and Davis et al. (2017) did not focus much on the UTLS, but did show zonal mean ozone evaluations that indicated persistent biases in the UTLS, as well as deficiencies in their ability to capture the seasonal cycle of ozone. We include some further evaluations of UTLS ozone here, particularly in dynamical coordinate (EqL, tropopause, jet-relative) frameworks. Chapter 4 and Davis et al. (2017) showed water vapour in the reanalyses evaluated here to be generally unsuitable for scientific use, so we do not further evaluate reanalysis water vapour in the UTLS.

7.2 Reanalyses and general approach

In situ observations of composition and transport events are historically sparse. As a result, reanalyses are the primary source of input for climatological studies of the ExUTLS. UTLS processes in general involve very strong dynamical and chemical gradients, and thus require fine resolution to properly resolve. Older reanalyses (such as NCEP-NCAR R1, NCEP-NCAR R2, and ERA-40) not only have inadequate resolution in both the horizontal and vertical, but also are usually not available on model levels. Manney et al. (2017; see Sections 7.3.3 and 7.4.2 below) showed that even the latest generation high-resolution reanalyses do not capture tropopause and UTLS jet structure when interpolated to a standard pressure grid.
Because of the strong dependence on resolution, we use only the latest generation high-resolution reanalyses in this chapter; these comprise MERRA, MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, CFSR/CFSv2, and JRA-55. For most diagnostics (exceptions will be noted) the reanalyses are used on (or, in the case of spectral models, near) the full model horizontal resolution and on the model vertical grid. For detailed information on model grids and configurations, please see Chapter 2 and Fujiwara et al. (2017); briefly summarize the most relevant aspects here. The horizontal resolution for these reanalyses is $0.5 \times 0.67$, $0.5 \times 0.625$, $0.75 \times 0.75$, $0.5 \times 0.5$, and approximately $0.56 \times 0.56$ degrees, respectively; the JRA-55 dataset is provided on the Gaussian grid corresponding to the model horizontal resolution. The vertical resolution of these reanalyses in the ExUTLS ranges from about 0.8 km to about 1.5 km, varying with reanalysis and altitude (Figure 2.1 of Chapter 2; Figure 3 of Fujiwara et al., 2017): CFSR/CFSv2 vertical spacing increases gradually from about 0.6 km at 7 km altitude to about 0.95 km at 20 km altitude; ERA-Interim and JRA-55 have very similar vertical grids, increasing smoothly from about 0.6 km at 7 km altitude to about 1.4 km at 20 km altitude; MERRA and MERRA-2 increase rapidly from about 0.6 km at 7 km altitude to about 1.2 km at 9 km altitude and remain nearly constant above that up to above 20 km altitude. Details of the assimilation systems and data inputs for reanalyses are given in Fujiwara et al. (2017) and Chapters 2 and 4.

Most of the comparisons shown here are done starting in 1979 or 1980, and the end dates vary from 2010 to 2015. As noted in Chapter 3 and Long et al. (2017) (as well as several other chapters), some diagnostics show significant changes in reanalysis agreement over the 30-40-year periods studied here, generally in relation to large changes in the reanalysis data inputs. Except where specifically noted, most of the diagnostics in this chapter do not show strong sensitivity to the exact time period analyzed, or to such changes in the reanalysis inputs. A few diagnostics are computed for shorter time periods to compare with observational datasets with more limited records.

The reanalyses used have very different treatments of, and inputs for, ozone that affect the UTLS, as described in detail in Fujiwara et al. (2017), Davis et al. (2017), and Chapter 4. Of particular relevance to this chapter is that MERRA-2 assimilates Aura MLS profile and Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) total column ozone after October 2004, and ERA-Interim assimilates these ozone data in 2008 and the near-real-time (NRT) MLS ozone data starting in mid-2009. Davis et al. (2017) and Chapter 4 show results that suggest persistent biases in assimilated ozone in the UTLS, which are generally not well understood given increasing uncertainties in ozone observations in this region.

### 7.3 The extratropical tropopause

Tropopause altitudes are critical to ExUTLS transport studies, especially those leading to STE. Due to their global and continuous coverage, reanalyses have often been used to identify the tropopause for observational and modeling-based transport studies. Differences in assimilation and model design (e.g., grid resolution) between reanalyses result in differing tropopause altitudes. Incorrect tropopause altitudes can lead to significant biases in transport estimates owing to the typically strong gradients in trace gases at the tropopause level. Thus, it is important to evaluate the accuracy of reanalysis tropopause altitudes and identify the similarities and differences between reanalyses to inform their uses in ExUTLS studies.

Many previous studies have employed unique methods to determine the altitudes of the tropopause. In the ExUTLS these methods can be summarized into 5 general types:

1. **Temperature lapse rate**: this approach identifies changes in vertical temperature gradients (or lapse rates) to distinguish the well-mixed troposphere from the stably stratified stratosphere. The most common lapse-rate tropopause definition is that outlined by the WMO (World Meteorological Organization, 1957). Issues related to its application with model output are discussed in Homeyer et al. (2010).

2. **Potential vorticity (PV) isosurface**: often referred to as the ‘dynamical tropopause’, this approach depends largely on atmospheric stability but enables unique tracking of air mass history since PV is quasi-conserved over time periods of several days. It is most commonly used in transport analyses. Recent efforts have also used a PV gradient approach to identify the tropopause, especially for studies that evaluate isentropic transport (e.g., Kunz et al., 2011b).

3. **Chemical tropopause**: this approach identifies changes in atmospheric composition with height. In observations, ozone is typically used as it is often uniformly low in the troposphere but increases rapidly with altitude in the lower stratosphere (e.g., Bethan et al., 1996). In models, an artificial tracer with sources at the lower boundary is typically used to identify the chemical transition associated with the tropopause (e.g., Prather et al., 2011).

4. **Stability transition**: this approach is similar to the temperature lapse rate in that it identifies the sharp change in static stability between troposphere and stratosphere, but it depends on the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. Some studies identify the stability transition using curve-fitting techniques (e.g., Homeyer et al., 2010) and others simply search for the LS stability maximum in combination with the temperature lapse rate definition (e.g., Gettelman and Wang, 2015).

5. **Lagrangian tropopause**: this approach uses a trajectory model to determine the fraction of particles in a given volume that have recently (within the prior 15-60 days) been located within the planetary boundary layer and is similar to the Eulerian artificial tracer approach for the chemical tropopause. The time period used for trajectory calculation is fixed for this method and is commonly 30 days (e.g., Berthet et al., 2007).
Regardless of the method used to identify the extratropical tropopause, its altitude commonly spans a range from ~8 km to ~13 km (350 hPa > p > 150 hPa). Temperatures of the extratropical tropopause are typically between 205 K and 225 K.

Several of the diagnostics and evaluations shown below use tropopauses calculated within the JETPAC (JEt and Tropopause Products for Analysis and Characterization) software package (Schwartz et al., 2015; Manney et al., 2014, 2011). In JETPAC, the dynamical tropopause is defined by PV values in the extratropics from 2.0 to 6.0 potential vorticity units (PVU), joined with the 380 K PV contour in the tropics; the PV values cover the range that has been widely used (e.g., Schoeberl, 2004; Highwood et al., 2000). The primary lapse rate tropopause is defined using the WMO definition. Multiple lapse rate tropopauses are then identified if $\frac{dT}{dz}$ drops below $-2 \text{ K km}^{-1}$ after (that is, at a higher altitude) remaining below that threshold for at least 2 km above the primary lapse rate tropopause, and then rises above $-2 \text{ K km}^{-1}$ again; Randel et al. (2007a) showed that this criterion results in a climatology of multiple tropopauses in (relatively coarse-resolution) meteorological analyses comparable to that from high-resolution measurements.

### 7.3.1 Lapse rate tropopause altitudes

The uncertainty (i.e., error) of the tropopause altitude calculated using numerical model output such as that from a reanalysis (based on comparisons with radiosonde observations) is typically comparable to the vertical resolution of the model in the UTLS (e.g., Xian and Homeyer, 2019; Solomon et al., 2016; Homeyer, 2014; Homeyer et al., 2010). For ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and CFSR/CFSv2, the expected uncertainty in the extratropical tropopause altitude is therefore ~800 m, while it is ~1000 m in MERRA-2. For more information on differences in grid resolution, see Section 7.2, Chapter 2 and Figure 3 of Fujiwara et al. (2017). In addition to the variance among reanalysis, it is important to access the accuracy of tropopause altitudes in the reanalyses. Such an assessment is typically done by determining the bias in tropopause altitude through comparisons of the reanalysis tropopause altitudes with those computed from high-resolution radiosonde observations.

Figure 7.1 shows comparisons of monthly mean tropopause altitudes from four modern reanalyses (ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, and CFSR) with those computed using operational high-resolution National Weather Service (NWS) radiosondes in the contiguous United States (CONUS). These comparisons are valid for four months from a single year, but the results are comparable to those from alternative months within all years examined (2001 - 2010; not shown). In particular, this comparison reveals that reanalysis tropopause altitudes are largely unbiased, while some unique biases can be found throughout the year. Namely, there is some evidence of a slight high bias for tropopause altitudes near ~150 hPa during northern hemisphere (NH) winter (DJF) and spring (MAM) in each reanalysis, with the largest such biases commonly found in JRA-55. Xian and Homeyer (2019) show similar comparisons for instantaneous tropopause identifications using a global set of long-term radiosonde observations and find that MERRA-2 tropopauses are most often biased high, while the remaining reanalyses are most often biased low. Errors in instantaneous tropopause altitudes in all reanalyses are greatest in the subtropics (i.e., the transition between the ExUTLS and TTL). Globally, the average instantaneous tropopause error (root-mean-square, RMS, difference) is ~1 km in all modern reanalyses.

To examine differences in reanalysis tropopause altitudes at a larger scale, global comparisons of
monthly mean tropopause altitudes from several combinations of the ERA-Interim, JRA-55, CFSR, and MERRA-2 reanalyses are shown in Figure 7.2. These comparisons correspond to the same time period as that in Figure 7.1 and reveal that reanalyses that share a common vertical grid agree on the location of the tropopause. Most reanalysis tropopause comparisons closely follow each other in NH winter and spring, but deviate in the ~225 hPa to ~100 hPa altitude range in NH summer (JJA) and fall (SON). These differences occur near the common location of the tropopause break within the southern hemisphere (SH) (not shown). As is true for the analysis presented in Figure 7.1, these results are found consistently throughout the reanalysis record.

Long-term changes in the extratropical tropopause temperature and/or altitude are an indication of climate change and are relevant to the assessment of transport and other ExUTLS processes. Xian and Homeyer (2019) evaluate long-term changes in the WMO lapse-rate tropopause altitude during the period 1981 to 2015 and show that ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and MERRA-2 indicate similar changes in magnitude, pattern, and sign, while CFSR provides a substantially different picture. They also show that trends in ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and MERRA-2 are broadly consistent with radiosonde observations, but the extent of patterns is not yet known given the relatively poor global coverage of such observations. Figure 7.3 shows these 35-year trends from ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA-2, and CFSR in a tropopause break-relative latitude coordinate, which enables assessment of tropopause altitude changes within tropical and extratropical reservoirs separately.

Trends are mostly positive (i.e., tropopause altitudes are increasing) for the three reanalyses in agreement, with the

Figure 7.2: Scatterplots comparing global monthly mean WMO lapse-rate tropopause pressures from multiple reanalyses. Comparisons are given left to right between JRA-55 and ERA-Interim, CFSR and ERA-Interim, and MERRA-2 and ERA-Interim, respectively. Results for January 2001 to October 2001 in 3-month increments are provided from top to bottom. The red lines are 1-to-1 lines.
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tropopause. To assess differences that could be related to the large increases in input data sources and changes from TOVS to ATOVS in the 1998 through 2002 time frame (see, e.g., Chapters 2 and 3, and Fujiwara et al., 2017; Long et al., 2017), we examined climatologies for two separate 8-year periods, 1986 - 1993 and 2003 - 2010; the results showed no substantial differences in patterns of reanalysis agreement between the periods, so we show only the full comparison period here. We compare MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and CFSR/CFSv2 for 1980 - 2014; the tropopauses are calculated using the data on the full model grid but averaged in 2-degree bins for the comparisons.

Figure 7.4 shows climatological dynamical tropopause altitude maps for DJF and JJA, showing the reanalysis ensemble mean (REM, the average of the four reanalyses used) and the differences of each of the reanalyses from the REM (reanalysis - REM, so positive values indicate that the reanalysis tropopause altitude is higher than that of the REM). In both seasons, the differences from the REM are generally less than 0.2 km over most of the globe, with some regions near 30 ° N and 30 ° S (near the latitude of the break in the lapse rate tropopause (LRT), where the dynamical tropopause height also drops sharply) showing larger differences (magnitudes up to about 1.5 km). The relatively large differences in the tropopause break region primarily arise from small differences in the latitude location of the sharp gradient in tropopause. To assess differences that could be related to the large increases in input data sources and changes from TOVS to ATOVS in the 1998 through 2002 time frame (see, e.g., Chapters 2 and 3, and Fujiwara et al., 2017; Long et al., 2017), we examined climatologies for two separate 8-year periods, 1986 - 1993 and 2003 - 2010; the results showed no substantial differences in patterns of reanalysis agreement between the periods, so we show only the full comparison period here. We compare MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and CFSR/CFSv2 for 1980 - 2014; the tropopauses are calculated using the data on the full model grid but averaged in 2-degree bins for the comparisons.

7.3.2 Dynamical tropopause altitudes

The dynamical tropopause is typically defined by a three-dimensional contour of PV in the extratropics, joined with an isentropic surface, usually 380 K, in the tropics (i.e., where the PV contour lies at higher potential temperature or is ill-defined). The most appropriate PV value to use depends on the focus of the study and on latitude, with higher values (e.g., 4.5 PVU) typically lying near the lapse rate tropopause at higher latitudes. Furthermore, Kunz et al. (2011a) found that the barrier to isentropic transport was at higher PV (up to about 5.5 PVU) on higher potential temperature levels. Here we have compared the dynamical tropopauses using 1.5, 2.0, 3.5, 4.5, and 6.0 PVU in the extratropics joined with the 380 K isentropic surface in the tropics (the tropopause calculations are from JETPAC, described by Manney et al., 2011). Qualitatively similar results were found for each of the tropopause values, with lower values usually showing slightly larger differences between the reanalyses. The examples shown below are for 2.0 PVU, one of the most commonly used values for a PV-based
tropopause altitudes. These differences are most prominent in CFSR/CFSv2 and JRA-55 in the regions where the subtropical jets are climatologically strongest (see, e.g., Manney et al., 2014), i.e., in the NH over Africa and Asia in DJF, and in the same longitude region in both hemispheres in JJA. In general ERA-Interim and JRA-55 have higher, and MERRA-2 and CFSR/CFSv2 lower, dynamical tropopauses than the REM, except over Antarctica in DJF, where MERRA-2 (JRA-55) is higher (lower). CFSR/CFSv2 shows very low and MERRA-2 very high dynamical tropopauses over Greenland in JJA, with values up to about 1.5 km from the REM. The exception to the good agreement among the reanalyses is over large portions of Antarctica, where ERA-Interim and CFSR/CFSv2 show positive and negative differences, respectively, from the REM in both seasons, with magnitudes of over 3 km for ERA-Interim in DJF and CFSR/CFSv2 in JJA. In DJF, MERRA-2 and JRA-55 show opposite-signed differences from the REM over Antarctica than they do over the rest of the globe, with smaller differences that vary in sign locally in JJA. Because both LRT and dynamical tropopauses are often somewhat ill-defined in the polar regions, especially during winter, and conventional data inputs (e.g., high-resolution radiosonde temperature profiles that help capture the vertical structure) to the reanalyses are sparser (especially over Antarctica), larger disagreements in the Antarctic are not surprising. In general, there are no dramatic differences in the agreement among reanalyses between the early and late periods, though there is a small decrease in the range of differences from the REM in the Antarctic (not shown). The lack of difference before to after the TOVS/ATOVS transition mentioned above (not shown) indicates that the increases in data inputs that so profoundly affect reanalysis differences in Antarctic temperature values (e.g., Lawrence et al., 2018; Long et al., 2017) do not have a strong influence on the PV values demarking the tropopause. Similarly, Xian and Homeyer (2019) found no apparent (or significant) trends, steps, or discontinuities in the LRT time series in the Antarctic associated with changes in data inputs.

**Figure 7.5** shows frequency distributions of each of the four reanalyses versus the REM for DJF and JJA. All of the reanalyses cluster strongly around the one-to-one line with the REM, as expected given the generally good agreement seen in the climatological maps. The largest departures from the

![Figure 7.4: Climatological (1980-2014) 2 PVU tropopause altitudes for DJF (top row) and JJA (bottom), from the REM for the four reanalyses, and (second through rightmost panels) the difference of each reanalysis from the REM (reanalysis − REM) for that climatological period. Adapted from Millán et al. 2021.](image)

![Figure 7.5: Density plots of REM tropopause altitude (x-axis) versus tropopause altitude for each of four reanalyses (y-axis), for DJF (top) and JJA (bottom), for 1980-2014. Adapted from Millán et al. 2021.](image)
REM are seen for low REM tropopause altitudes, below about 8km, where the distributions for each of the reanalyses become quite wide, indicating considerable uncorrelated variability among the reanalyses in the lowest tropopause altitude values.

### 7.3.3 Multiple tropopauses

Manney et al. (2017) examined the climatology of multiple lapse rate tropopauses identified using the JETPAC tools, as described above. Regions with multiple tropopause altitudes occurring in the altitude layer between approximately 10 km and 20 km have been linked with poleward transport of tropical upper tropospheric air into the extratropical lower stratosphere (e.g., Homeyer et al., 2011; Pan et al., 2009; Randel et al., 2007b) and with poleward RWB (e.g., Homeyer and Bowman, 2013).

Figure 7.6 shows comparisons of zonally averaged multiple tropopause frequency distributions over the seasonal cycle from multiple reanalyses. As described in detail by Manney et al. (2017), the frequency distributions (here and in other JETPAC-based frequency distribution plots shown later) are normalized by dividing by the total number of points that would “fill” each bin, thus in this case the number of grid points and days in each bin (latitudes × longitudes × years). We compute differences of MERRA, ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and CFSR/CFSv2 from MERRA-2, the most recent of the reanalyses used. Differences are fairly large among the reanalyses and depend strongly on vertical resolution and grid spacing in the UTLS, which vary significantly among the reanalyses (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.1, and Fujiwara et al., 2017, Figure 3). In the NH, smallest differences are seen between MERRA and MERRA-2, which share a vertical grid in addition to being different versions of the same data assimilation system/model. JRA-55 generally shows fewer multiple tropopauses than MERRA-2 and CFSR/CFSv2 generally shows more. CFSR/CFSv2 shows many more multiple tropopauses in the tropics than any of the other reanalyses. In the SH winter and spring, MERRA, ERA-Interim show substantially lower multiple tropopause frequencies than MERRA-2 in mid-latitudes and substantially higher multiple tropopause frequencies in the south polar region; the pattern is similar in JRA-55 but muted because of the overall lower frequencies.

Manney et al. (2017) showed that these differences are relatively zonally symmetric, especially in the SH. Vertical cross-sections of multiple tropopauses (Manney et al., 2017) indicate that MERRA-2 shows more sharply peaked secondary tropopause altitudes, leading to a layered pattern of differences with the other reanalyses; these differences were larger in the period before the TOVS/ATOVS transition, suggesting that they are related to differences in the temperature structure related to reanalysis input changes (as shown in zonal means by, e.g., Long et al., 2017, also see Chapter 3). Manney et al. (2017) also evaluated multiple tropopauses in JRA-55C versus JRA-55 and found large differences (up to about 30%) in SH middle to high latitudes, with high-latitude multiple tropopauses clustered

![Figure 7.6](image-url)
Global annual mean multiple tropopause frequency differences are summarized in Figure 7.7. In this broad average, the multiple tropopause frequency distributions agree fairly well among the reanalyses except for CFSR/CFSv2, which shows many fewer instances of low multiple tropopause frequencies and many more of high ones than the other reanalyses, reflecting the patterns (especially the large frequencies in low latitudes) seen in Figure 7.6. The primary tropopause altitudes show good agreement on average for all of the reanalyses. The same is mostly the case for secondary tropopause altitudes, except that ERA-Interim shows a secondary peak near 14 km and CFSR/CFSv2 shows a lower frequency of peaks near 16-18 km and a secondary peak near 20 km.

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show 2005-2015 climatologies of dynamical fields from the MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and CFSR/CFSv2 reanalyses at the measurement locations of the Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS), along with MLS ozone in multiple tropopause regions as identified in JETPAC using each of the reanalyses’ temperature profiles at the MLS measurement locations; the differences of these profiles from the REM of those four reanalyses are also shown. The profiles are screened and interpolated to MLS locations as described by Schwartz et al. (2015), wherein multiple tropopauses associated with the extreme thermal structure under the winter polar vortices are screened out. Generally similar results are seen in other seasons. In both hemispheres, there are typically larger differences among the reanalyses in multiple tropopause than in single tropopause regions. JRA-55 stands out as usually having larger differences from the REM than the other reanalyses, especially in the NH. For many of the fields, MERRA-2 and ERA-Interim are closer to the REM, with JRA-55 and CFSR/CFSv2 showing opposite extremes. The temperature differences from the REM in the UTLS range up to about 0.8 K in single tropopause regions and nearly 2 K in double tropopause regions. As can be deduced from the ozone profiles (which show the same ozone data, so the differences arise solely from identification of different profiles as having single or double tropopauses in different reanalyses), the reanalyses show significant differences in which profiles are identified as having double tropopauses, and these differences have implications for using reanalysis dynamical fields in analysis of trace gas observations. Reanalysis ozone in multiple tropopause regions is discussed below in Section 7.6.1.

The tropopause inversion layer (TIL), a region of enhanced static stability just above the primary LRT (e.g., Birner et al., 2006), is clearly seen in all of the reanalyses evaluated here (Schwartz et al., 2015), also noted good representation of the TIL in MERRA and in operational GMAO analyses of that generation), in contrast to the poor representation in older reanalyses evaluated by Birner et al. (2006); this is in agreement with the findings of Pilch Kedzierski et al. (2016), who showed that ECMWF operational analyses and ERA-Interim substantially improved the TIL representation over earlier reanalyses. Indeed, several other recent studies have shown the latest generation of reanalyses to be useful for studying TIL variability and evolution (e.g., Wargan and Coy, 2016; Wang et al., 2016b; Gettelman and Wang, 2015). The TIL is generally strongest in CFSR/CFSv2 and weakest in JRA-55, but in each case shown still appears to be somewhat weaker than seen in high-resolution data such as GNSS-RO, as was found by Pilch Kedzierski et al. (2016) and as is consistent with the climate model results of Hegglin et al. (2010). The distance above the primary tropopause appears to be similar to that seen in GNSS-RO data (GNSS-RO analyses are shown by Wang et al., 2016b; Pilch Kedzierski et al., 2016; Hegglin et al., 2010) for the reanalyses evaluated here. Our evaluations indicate that differences in TIL representation among the reanalyses cannot be attributed solely to differences in the vertical resolution, since MERRA and MERRA-2 have somewhat coarser vertical resolution in this region than the other three reanalyses evaluated here (Chapter 2, Section 7.2, and Fujiwara et al., 2017), yet do not show the weakest TIL; this is consistent with other studies (e.g., as shown for climate models by Hegglin et al., 2010) and suggests a dependence on differences in the data assimilation procedures, which is also supported by the studies cited above.

Xian and Homeyer (2019) evaluate long-term changes in double tropopause frequencies in radiosondes and modern reanalyses, focusing on profiles where multiple WMO tropopauses are identified at 20 km and below (to isolate multiple tropopauses indicative of STE between the tropical UT and extratropical low stratosphere). For these studies, the WMO definition is used, wherein additional tropopauses (i.e., secondary and above) are identified using the same criteria as that for the first tropopause if the lapse rate exceeds 3 K km⁻¹ in a layer at least 1 km deep above a previous identification. Xian and Homeyer (2019) find good agreement for global patterns of double tropopause events between the observations and reanalyses, but an under-representation of the frequency of events. Figure 7.10 shows trends in monthly double tropopause frequency in radiosondes and reanalyses.
Figure 7.8: (Top) Climatological (left to right) temperature, scaled PV, $N^2$, and MLS ozone distributions from MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and CFSR/CFSv2 in regions with and without multiple lapse rate tropopauses, for the NH in DJF in 2005 through 2015. All fields are interpolated to the MLS measurement locations before averaging. (Bottom) Differences of those profiles from the REM of the four reanalyses. The ozone shown is from MLS in all cases – the differences thus arise solely from the identification of different profiles as having single and double tropopauses.
Figure 7.9: As in Figure 7.8 but for the SH in JJA.
over the period from 1981 to 2015 and reveals that double tropopause events are increasing globally throughout the subtropics. CFSR/CFSv2 is the only reanalysis that is broadly inconsistent with the observations and differs considerably from the remaining reanalyses. Tropopause break-relative analysis of double tropopause trends (not shown here) demonstrates that increases in double tropopause frequency are largely poleward of instantaneous tropopause break locations in the reanalyses (i.e., in the extratropics). While changes in double tropopause frequency over this time period may be related to changes in the Hadley cell circulations (see Chapter 8), the relationship between the two has not been thoroughly investigated.

7.4 Jet streams

7.4.1 Jet characterization for UTLS studies

The UT jet streams are a key component of the atmospheric circulation and closely linked with weather and climate phenomena such as storm tracks, precipitation, and extreme events (Mann et al., 2017; Harnik et al., 2016; Koch et al., 2006, and references therein). The UT jets and the tropopause are themselves sensitive to climate change and ozone depletion (Waugh et al., 2015; Grise et al., 2013; McLandress et al., 2011; WMO, 2011; Lorenz and DeWeaver, 2007, and references therein), as well as to natural modes of variability such as El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) (Maney et al., 2021; Olsen et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2014, 2015; Hudson, 2012, and references therein). The upper tropospheric jets (as well as the tropopauses) are important drivers of composition variability in the UTLS, acting as transport barriers and controlling STE and long-range transport. Assessing UTLS composition and its relationships to the dynamics of the tropopauses and UTLS jets is an important outstanding problem (e.g., Heglin et al., 2016). As noted by Manney and Heglin (2018a), many of the critical characteristics of jets cannot be directly observed, so reanalyses are one of our most important tools for understanding UTLS jets and their impact on composition. In the following sections we use JETPAC to characterize and compare UTLS jets in the most recent suite of reanalyses. The jet characterization from JETPAC is as described by Manney et al. (2011, 2014, 2017) and Manney and Heglin (2018a); briefly:

A UT jet is identified wherever there is a wind speed
maximum greater than 40 m s\(^{-1}\); the boundaries of the jet region are the points surrounding that (in both horizontal and vertical directions) where the wind speed drops below 30 m s\(^{-1}\). When more than one maximum above 40 m s\(^{-1}\) appears within a given 30 m s\(^{-1}\) contour, they are defined as separate cores if the latitude distance between them is greater than 15 degrees or the decrease in wind speed between them is greater than 25 m s\(^{-1}\). These parameters were tuned to approximate as closely as feasible the choices that would be made by visual inspection.

The UT jets may be further characterized as “subtropical” (STJ; thought of as primarily radiatively driven) or “polar” (PJ; also referred to as “eddy-driven”) (see Manney et al., 2014, and references therein, for detailed discussion of the spectrum of jet characteristics). Manney et al. (2011, 2014) used a simple latitude criterion (appropriate for climatological studies) to identify STJ and PJ. A more robust definition is needed for regional and case studies. We follow Manney and Hegglin (2018a) here, and define the STJ as the most equatorward westerly jet for which the WMO tropopause altitude at the equatorward edge of the jet is greater than 13.0 km and that tropopause altitude drops by at least 2.0 km from the equatorward to the poleward side of the jet. This definition identifies the jet across which the “tropopause break” occurs. The PJ is then defined as the strongest jet poleward of the STJ, or poleward of

---

**Figure 7.11:** Comparison of CFSR/CFSv2 on (left) model levels and pressure levels, showing climatological (1980–2014) SON frequency distributions of (top to bottom) upper tropospheric jets, multiple tropopauses, all subvortex jets, and merged subvortex jets. The difference between model and pressure levels is shown in the right column. Black overlays show frequency contours (10, 20, and 30% on jet plots; 30, 45, and 60% on multiple tropopause plots). From Manney et al., 2017.
The subvortex jet core is identified at each reanalysis model level as the most poleward maximum in westerly wind speed that exceeds 30 m s⁻¹, and the locations of the 30 m s⁻¹ contour crossings poleward and equatorward of this define the boundaries of the subvortex jet region. The bottom of the subvortex jet often extends down to the level of the tops of the upper tropospheric jets. To distinguish between the two in such cases, we first identify the subvortex jet at levels down to a pressure near 300 hPa. We then work down from the level nearest 80 hPa to identify the lowest altitude at which the wind speed of the jet is still decreasing with decreasing altitude; this is defined as the bottom of the subvortex jet. Those cases where the subvortex jet joins with the top of a UT jet are referred to as “merged” jets here.

The tropopause definitions in JETPAC were discussed in Section 7.3.

7.4.2 Climatology of UTLS jets in reanalyses

Manney et al. (2017) described a comprehensive comparison of UTLS jets and multiple tropopauses. An important aspect of this study was to assess differences between alternate products from individual reanalysis systems. Of particular note is a comparison of CFSR/CFSv2 data on model and pressure levels that highlights the importance of vertical grid spacing for both tropopause and UTLS jet characteristics (e.g., Figure 7.11 shows such a comparison for SON; other seasons show generally similar differences, albeit somewhat smaller in the equinox seasons). The pressure level data substantially underestimate upper tropospheric jet and multiple tropopause frequencies primarily because of the coarser spacing of the levels, while they overestimate merged jet frequencies for the same reason (because relatively shallow layers where neither upper tropospheric nor subvortex jets exist are missed).

Figure 7.12 shows differences in the climatological (1980 through 2014) zonally averaged annual cycle of upper tropospheric jet frequencies, with other reanalyses compared to MERRA-2; see Manney et al. (2017) for a discussion of significant regional differences among the reanalyses. Generally good qualitative agreement is seen among the reanalyses for large-scale climatological features in UTLS jet distributions, but quantitative differences are sufficient that they could have significant consequences for transport and variability studies. Most of the differences in distributions of UTLS jets were found to be consistent with differences in assimilation model grids and resolution – for example, ERA-Interim (with coarsest native horizontal resolution) typically shows a significant low bias in upper tropospheric jet frequencies with respect to MERRA-2, and JRA-55 a more modest one, while CFSR/CFSv2 (with finest native horizontal...
resolution) shows a high bias with respect to MERRA-2. Agreement between the subvortex jets characterized using model-level data was also generally good, with ERA-Interim showing slightly higher and JRA-55 slightly lower maximum subvortex jet frequencies than MERRA-2 in NH winter (see Manney et al., 2017). Because the subvortex jets are identified on individual levels, whether a reanalysis shows higher or lower frequencies is dependent on a complex interplay of horizontal resolution, vertical resolution, and vertical grid level locations, as well as potentially other model differences.

Figure 7.13: Summary of globally / seasonally averaged frequency distributions for (a) upper tropospheric jet frequency distributions and wind speeds and (b) subvortex jets in five reanalyses. Adapted from Maney et al., 2017.

Figure 7.14: Bar charts of zonally averaged NH and SH polar jet and polar/subtropical jet separation trends as a function month and season, showing five reanalyses. The bars show the slopes of the fits, and the error bars (centered about the top of the bars) show the 1-σ uncertainty in that slope. Note that the absolute value of latitude is used, so positive slopes (bars extending upward from the zero line) indicate a poleward shift in both hemispheres. The zero line in each case indicates no trend in the quantity shown. Triangles indicate cases where a permutation analysis (see Manney and Hegglin, 2018a) shows the slope to be significant at the 95 % confidence level. (From Manney and Hegglin, 2018a). © 2018 American Meteorological Society, used with permission.
7.4.3 Trends in UTLS jets in reanalyses

Manney and Hegglin (2018a) (see Manney and Hegglin, 2018b, for figure labeling corrections) examined variability and trends in UT jets by using the JETPAC fields to calculate the monthly and seasonal mean latitude, altitude, and wind speed of the jets, both averaged over all longitudes and by longitude region. Trends in STJ latitude are used as a measure of tropical width, and the results for this diagnostic, as well as other jet and tropopause based diagnostics, are discussed in Chapter 8 of this report. Figure 7.14 shows monthly, seasonal, and annual zonally averaged trends in PJs from five reanalyses, and Figure 7.15 shows PJ trends as a function of longitude for DJF. For the most part, the NH polar jet shows a relatively robust equatorward and upward shift, with good consistency among the reanalyses. However, there are some times (e.g., October to November in the zonal mean) and regions (e.g., over the north Atlantic in DJF) that show poleward shifts or inconsistent shifts. Zonal mean trends are less consistent among reanalyses in the SH, and smaller in the zonal mean; however, a robust poleward shift of the SH PJ is seen in DJF (Manney and Hegglin, 2018a) except in the eastern to central Pacific. In general, the trends vary strongly with both longitude and season (see Manney and Hegglin, 2018a, for a detailed summary of all regional and seasonal trends and their significance), and in many cases the trends are not robust, either because they are not statistically significant or because they do not agree among all the reanalyses. As discussed in detail in Chapter 8, there are only a few regions / seasons with robust tropical widening, and also some with robust tropical narrowing. Agreement among the reanalyses in the trend direction is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition to consider a trend robust. Manney and Hegglin (2018a) found several cases where one or more reanalyses showed a statistically significant trend that was opposite in sign to that from other reanalyses. In particular, there are several cases in the SH when either MERRA-2 or CFSR/CFSv2 shows opposite behavior to the other reanalyses (e.g., Figure 7.15, lower right panel).

Although some of the reanalyses do show better or worse agreement in assessment of trends, because the attribution of trends in reanalyses can be so strongly dependent on possible changes in the input data, we

Figure 7.15: Bar charts of global polar jet and polar/subtropical jet separation trends as a function of longitude in 20-degree bins, showing five reanalyses for DJF. Layout is as in Fig. 7.14. (From Manney and Hegglin, 2018a). © 2018 American Meteorological Society, used with permission.
recommend extreme caution in attempting to evaluate trends from reanalysis data. However, because many diagnostics (such as jet core locations) cannot be obtained from observational data, consistency among the reanalyses is an important condition for concluding that an apparent trend may be robust. Furthermore, given the sensitivity to horizontal and vertical resolution of jet characteristics demonstrated in Section 7.4.2, and large regional and seasonal variability, it is recommended that trend studies should use data on the model grids when possible and account for regional and seasonal variability.

7.5 Transport and mixing

Transport and mixing in the ExUTLS have important impacts on the chemical and radiative characteristics of this layer. In particular, transport that involves exchanges of air across the tropopause (STE) most often leads to the greatest impacts. As discussed in the Introduction, only large-scale transport processes are resolved in reanalyses, so diagnostics used to compare transport and mixing are limited to such scales here.

7.5.1 Stratosphere-troposphere exchange

STE is commonly examined using trajectory-based (i.e., Lagrangian) methods. Such trajectories are driven by horizontal winds and either kinematic vertical velocity (i.e., omega) or diabatic heating rates for the vertical component. Trajectory paths are compared to a representation of the tropopause (commonly an iso-surface of PV, but alternatively the lapse-rate tropopause) and those that cross this surface are identified as either troposphere-to-stratosphere transport (TST) or stratosphere-to-troposphere transport (STT). Eulerian methods to calculate STE provide a complementary bulk transport diagnosis and may differ considerably from Lagrangian methods.

![Figure 7.16: A modified version of Figure 4 from Boothe and Homeyer (2017): global distributions of annual-mean (left) STT and (right) TST from (top-to-bottom) ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and MERRA-2. These STE estimates were calculated using a trajectory model. This figure is modified from that in Boothe and Homeyer (2017) by excluding results for MERRA and revising the analysis to use MERRA-2 wind fields from the “ASM” collection (instead of the “ANA” fields used in the original; see Chapter 2 for discussion of ASM versus ANA MERRA-2 fields).](attachment:figure7_16.png)
Operational forecast model analyses and reanalyses have been used for STE studies over the past few decades (e.g., Škerlak et al., 2014; Sprenger and Wernli, 2003; Seo and Bowman, 2002; Wernli and Bourqui, 2002; Stohl, 2001; Appenzeller et al., 1996). Some studies have been regional, focused on single transport processes, or limited to short time periods (i.e., a few years or less). Others have evaluated global transport over longer time periods. Despite the common use of trajectories in these studies, differences in trajectory integration times, conditions applied to categorize an individual particle’s path as irreversible exchange, and the input wind fields have led to significant differences in estimates of STE. Few studies have conducted STE calculations using multiple wind fields (e.g., those from more than one reanalysis).

Boothe and Homeyer (2017) conducted trajectory calculations driven by the 3D wind fields of four modern reanalyses (ERA-Interim, JRA-55, MERRA, and MERRA-2) over a 15-year period (1996-2010) to determine global STE. In particular, forward and backward trajectories were computed each day for a global 3D lapse-rate tropopause-relative grid of particles, each having constant mass. Trajectories that crossed the tropopause during 1 day downstream and remained in their destination reservoir (i.e., stratosphere for TST, troposphere for STT) for at least 4 out of 5 days downstream were flagged as likely irreversible transport. These particles were also required to have been in their parent reservoir (i.e., troposphere for TST, stratosphere for STT) for at least 4 out of 5 days upstream to be kept for STE analyses. For complete details on the trajectory model used and STE identification methods, the reader is referred to Boothe and Homeyer (2017).

Findings from Boothe and Homeyer (2017) include important differences in the magnitudes, geographic locations, annual cycles, and long-term changes and variability of STE between the reanalyses. The authors separate STE into three regions (tropics, subtropics, and extratropics) and two directions (TST and STT) to further evaluate the similarities and differences in STE among the reanalyses. Figure 7.16 shows comparisons of the geographic distributions of annual mean TST and STT from three of the four reanalyses (modified from Boothe and Homeyer, 2017). These distributions highlight some of the important differences found in the locations of TST and STT maxima, especially in the tropics. Despite these differences, Boothe and Homeyer (2017) show that the annual cycles of TST and STT are similar among the reanalyses and that differences in the amounts of TST, STT, and net STE (TST-STT) occur primarily in the extratropics.

Analysis of the long-term variability of TST and STT was also found in Boothe and Homeyer (2017) to differ considerably among the reanalyses. In particular, for ERA-Interim and JRA-55, TST was found to increase in the tropics and STT was found to increase in the extratropics during the 15-year study period, while MERRA and MERRA-2 showed the opposite behavior. MERRA also showed large increases in TST in the extratropics, while the remaining analyses showed little change in this component of STE. Figure 7.17 shows these results from Boothe and Homeyer (2017).

While the objective of Boothe and Homeyer (2017) was to compare STE in the reanalyses, questions remain on the source of the differences found. The authors did show that differences in STE amounts are accompanied by consistent differences in the frequency of exchange events. The authors also hypothesize that differences in the dynamics (both horizontal and vertical motion), tropopause altitudes, assimilated datasets, and model grids may contribute to the observed differences in STE. Evidence for systematic differences in vertical motion and tropopause altitude was given in Boothe and Homeyer (2017) and also in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 of this report.

One caveat of the Boothe and Homeyer (2017) study is that the MERRA and MERRA-2 wind fields used were not those recommended for transport studies by the NASA team. Guidelines were released after the Boothe and Homeyer (2017) study to specify that ASM fields should be
used instead of ANA fields. Thus, an update to the Boothe and Homeyer (2017) analysis was completed to determine differences in transport calculated using 3D winds from these two products. Figure 7.18 compares geographic distributions of global mean STT and TST from the MERRA-2 ANA and ASM analyses. While some slight differences in patterns are observed, the biggest change in STE results from using ASM fields instead of ANA is that STT increases and TST decreases, leading MERRA-2 transport patterns and magnitudes to be more similar to those of ERA-Interim and JRA-55. Time series analyses shown in Boothe and Homeyer (2017) were also revisited, but no significant changes in the results were found (i.e., long-term variability and changes are consistent in the ANA and ASM analyses; not shown).

7.5.2 Mixing and transport barriers

PV-based diagnostics in equivalent latitude (EqL) coordinates can provide information on mixing and transport barriers. In particular, PV gradients indicate the strength of transport barriers such as the stratospheric polar vortex or the tropopause (e.g., Manney and Lawrence, 2016; Kunz et al., 2011a; Mahlman, 1997; McIntyre and Palmer, 1983, and references therein). Effective diffusivity ($K_{eff}$) is also commonly used to assess the location and strength of mixing and transport barriers in stratospheric and UTLS studies (e.g., Abalos et al., 2016; Allen and Nakamura, 2001, 2003; Haynes and Shuckburgh, 2000a,b, and references therein). Here we show comparisons of PV gradients and $K_{eff}$ as a function of equivalent latitude and time for 2005 through 2015 to assess potential differences in the representation of mixing and transport barriers in reanalyses. For this analysis, $K_{eff}$ is calculated directly from the PV fields (as described by, e.g., Santee et al., 2011; Manney et al., 2009, and references therein), with PV used on the native model levels, as described by Lawrence et al. (2018). As noted by Lawrence et al. (2018), some caution is required in using PV fields from different reanalyses as they are derived from the reanalysis fields provided in different ways. The calculation of PV gradients and (especially) $K_{eff}$ depends on horizontal resolution. To the extent that overall biases represent the ability of the reanalyses to resolve small-scale mixing processes, these differences may be helpful in evaluating the use of different reanalyses in transport studies. However, scaling $K_{eff}$ (which is typically used as a qualitative measure of mixing and transport barriers) to a similar range allows more quantitative comparison of the locations, times, and relative strength of mixing regions and transport barriers. We thus scale $K_{eff}$ by subtracting the global climatology for 2005-2015 from each reanalysis from the daily values and dividing by the standard deviation of that climatological mean. The time period

**Figure 7.18:** A comparison of (top) MERRA-2 ANA panels from Figure 4 of Boothe and Homeyer (2017) and (bottom) the revised MERRA-2 ASM analysis. Global distributions of annual-mean (left) STT and (right) TST. These STE estimates were calculated using a trajectory model.
2005 through 2015 was chosen to facilitate comparisons of EqL/time series of assimilated and MLS ozone (see Section 7.6 below).

Figures 7.19 and 7.20 show climatological scaled PV (sPV) gradients as a function of EqL on the 350 K and 390 K isentropic surfaces, respectively. Plots of sPV in the same format (not shown; also see Millán et al., 2021) indicate that, while biases exist between the reanalyses’ sPV fields in the UTLS, they are typically less than about 10% except near the equator (where sPV values themselves are very low). The sPV gradients at 350 K are largely tropospheric in character, with strongest gradients along the UT subtropical jets, whereas the sPV gradients at 390 K are largely stratospheric, with strongest gradients along the polar vortex edges in winter. In the SH, enhanced gradients near 60°S EqL demark the lowest extension of the subvortex. At 390 K, the top of the subtropical jet is apparent in each hemisphere (more clearly in the NH) as enhanced sPV gradients near 30°S EqL from about November through May in the NH and May through August in the SH, times with the strongest sPV gradients along the UT subtropical jet at lower levels.

The differences among reanalysis sPV gradients are generally modest, on the order of 10% (much larger differences at the highest EqLs are likely due to noise in the sPV fields there and are not physically meaningful). The
differences at 350 K along the NH subtropical jet tend to have a dipole structure in latitude, suggesting small differences in the location of the strongest sPV gradients; the patterns of biases with respect to the jets appear to be largely consistent throughout the annual cycle. MERRA-2 and (especially) CFSR/CFSv2 350 K sPV gradients are generally stronger than those in the REM, while those in the other reanalyses tend to be weaker, which may be related to the higher horizontal resolution of those reanalyses.

Differences in sPV gradients among the reanalyses at 390 K are still generally modest, and are largest at the locations of the winter stratospheric subvortex jet. Near the SH subvortex jet, ERA-Interim and JRA-55 show stronger gradients and CFSR/CFSv2 weaker gradients than the REM, while MERRA-2 gradients are close to the REM and MERRA shows a dipole pattern suggestive of a slightly more poleward transport barrier. A similar pattern is seen near the NH subvortex jet, but the differences are much smaller.

The patterns of climatological $K_{eff}$ (Figures 7.21 and 7.22) are consistent with those in the sPV gradients, with low/high values of $K_{eff}$ in regions of high/low sPV gradients. Strong mixing regions are seen at 390 K during and following the breakup of the stratospheric vortices in the lowermost stratosphere (May through October in the NH, November through April in the SH). At 350 K, the transport barriers align with the UT subtropical jets, with relatively strong mixing away from those regions, except from about August through October in the SH when the subvortex jet presents a significant transport barrier.

Figure 7.20: As in Fig. 7.19 but at 390 K.
At 350 K, MERRA, JRA-55, and ERA-Interim tend to have higher values in the strong mixing regions poleward of the subtropical jets, suggesting more mixing. MERRA-2 and CFSR/CFSv2 show higher values at low latitudes, suggesting more mixing in the tropics. At 390 K, the reanalyses show large differences in the transport barrier at the edge of the SH subvortex jet, with MERRA and ERA-Interim showing higher values and MERRA-2 and CFSR/CFSv2 lower values than the REM. While quantitative differences at all UTLS levels in $K_{\text{eff}}$ are relatively large, the qualitative seasonal patterns of mixing and transport barriers are captured well in all of the reanalyses.

Figure 7.23 shows a comparison of interannual variability in $K_{\text{eff}}$ at 350 K among the reanalyses. Overall patterns are similar to those seen in the climatology, indicating substantial differences in the $K_{\text{eff}}$ gradients but good agreement in the timing and location of mixing and transport barriers. Of particular note is a stepwise change at the time of the transition between CFSR and CFSv2, suggesting that overall CFSv2 indicates more mixing than CFSR; a similar stepwise change is seen at other UTLS levels. The other fields evaluated in the EqL/time plane (sPV and its gradients, wind speed, assimilated ozone) show no more than small discontinuities at this time; the large discontinuity in $K_{\text{eff}}$ probably arises because that calculations is highly sensitive to “noise” (that is, small scale structure) in the fields, which is likely to have changed across the CFSR/CFSv2 transition.

While relatively large differences in $K_{\text{eff}}$ magnitudes and ranges (even when scaled by the global mean and standard deviation) argue against any quantitative use, all of the reanalyses capture well the timing and locations of mixing regions and transport barriers.
7.5.3 Mass flux across 380 K isentropic surface

The flux of mass across the 380 K potential temperature surface can be used to directly measure TST in the tropics and also as a proxy for the net STT in the extratropics (e.g., Olsen et al., 2013). The 380 K isentrope is assumed to be the lowest potential temperature surface that lies entirely at or above the tropopause for all seasons; it does not intersect the tropopause where isentropic cross-tropopause flux can occur. Thus, the 380 K cross-isentrope transport computed from the net heating rate is used to estimate the net bulk flow through the tropopause in the region below. The hemispherically integrated extratropical flux can also be considered a single-valued quantity related to the stratospheric circulation. A change in the net extratropical flux of mass must necessarily be caused by some change in the stratospheric circulation. The net flux of a chemical species, such as ozone, across the 380 K potential temperature surface can be interpreted as the convolution of the total air mass flux and the concentration of the species near the surface. (These quantities are not entirely independent since the transport will impact the concentration of the species). Therefore, it is valuable to evaluate and compare the 380 K air mass flux in the reanalyses, particularly since the meteorological fields are frequently used to drive CTMs.

The radiative heating rate information provided for each reanalysis (see Chapter 2) is postprocessed to get total daily-mean radiative heating rates. In some reanalyses total heating rates are provided, in others (e.g., JRA-55) all of the physical terms provided are summed to get them. The general procedures used and details for each reanalysis are

Figure 7.22: As in Figure 7.20 but for effective diffusivity, scaled as described in the text.
Figure 7.23: Time series of effective diffusivity (scaled as described in the text) on the 350K isentropic surface for 2005 through 2015 as a function of equivalent latitude from (top) the REM, and (following rows) the difference of each reanalysis from the REM. The black overlays show the same selected contours from the REM on the top panel and each of the reanalyses on the following panels.
summarized in the context of zonal means by Martineau et al. (2018); here, the fields are used on a 1 (for ERA-Interim and CFSR) or 1.25 (for MERRA, MERRA-2, and JRA-55) degree latitude/longitude grid. ASM fields are used for MERRA and MERRA-2. The flux across the 380 K surface is calculated for each reanalysis using these diabatic heating rates interpolated to the 380 K surface, as follows:

\[ F = - \int \left( \frac{\hat{\theta}}{\theta} \right) \left( \frac{dp}{d\theta} \right) dA \]

where \( p \) is pressure, \( \theta \) is potential temperature, \( \hat{\theta} \) is the diabatic heating rate, and \( A \) is the area (e.g., Schoeberl, 2004; Olsen et al., 2004). Figure 7.24 shows the time series for 1980 through 2010 of the annual net mass flux integrated from 30° to the pole in each hemisphere. In the NH, all of the reanalyses have similar interannual variability and are well correlated at greater than 99% confidence except for CFSR, which is not statistically significantly correlated to the other reanalyses. The relative difference between each reanalysis remains fairly constant throughout the time period, although the MERRA-2 flux shows a slight increasing trend during the last decade not seen in the others. This result appears on the surface as if it might be inconsistent with the results of Boothe and Homeyer (2017), but the two calculations cannot be directly compared since the 380 K surface is typically substantially above the extratropical tropopause; moreover, the uncertainties in both calculations are difficult to quantify, and may depend on different ways in which the radiative heating rates are provided for the reanalyses. Thus, understanding this possible discrepancy would require further detailed study. The multi-year mean flux and standard deviation of each time series is shown in Table 7.1. The multi-year mean of ERA-Interim is about 10%-20% greater than the other reanalyses excluding CFSR. However, the standard deviation of these time series remains at 3%-4% of each mean, reflecting the high correlation. In contrast, the interannual variability of CFSR is much greater with a standard deviation of 11%.

In the SH, CFSR is generally better correlated with the other reanalyses, but there is an unexplained downward jump around the year 2000 (Figure 7.24). The other reanalyses show a smaller apparent discontinuity around the same time; these changes could result from the relationship of temperature changes during the TOVS/ATOVS transition around 1998 to 1999 (see Chapters 2 and 3, and Long et al., 2017) being reflected in the diabatic heating rates. The difference of the ERA-Interim flux from the other reanalyses is much smaller in the SH than it is in the NH. Again, excluding CFSR, the standard deviations of the time series are consistent at 4% (Table 7.1). Thus, the reanalyses agree that the interannual variability is similar between the hemispheres.

Figure 7.25 shows maps of the 1980-2010 average 380 K air mass flux for each reanalysis. In all cases, the patterns are comparable, with similar locations of maxima and minima. The maximum upwelling tends to occur in a subtropical band from northeastern Africa to southeast Asia just south of 30° N. The minimum upwelling occurs just to the south along the equator from Africa to the Maritime Continent. The maximum extratropical downwelling in the SH occurs in a band between about 45° S and 60° S. In contrast, the maximum downwelling in the NH extratropics occurs in the polar region.

The mean “turn-around” latitudes (where the flux is zero) are consistent between all the reanalyses and are located at about 30° N and 30° S. The differences between the reanalyses occur primarily in the magnitude of the maxima and minima. For example, the maximum upwelling in JRA-55 over India is about 0.9 g cm\(^{-1}\) day\(^{-1}\) and the maximum in ERA-I at this same location reaches 1.3 g cm\(^{-1}\) day\(^{-1}\).

7.6 UTLS ozone

Chapter 4 provided an overview of assimilated ozone in the most recent reanalysis and briefly discussed zonal mean diagnostics of UTLS ozone. They found persistent biases in UTLS ozone, as well as inconsistencies in the reanalyses’ representations of the ozone annual cycle. We add here comparisons of diagnostics of ozone distributions...

**Figure 7.24:** Time series for 1980 through 2010 of the annual net mass flux integrated from 30° - 90° latitude in (a) the NH and (b) the SH. Values are in 110\(^{18}\) g yr\(^{-1}\) and negative values denote a net downward flux.
and evolution in dynamical coordinates and evaluation of transient dynamically-driven low ozone events. Reanalysis ozone fields are compared with v4 Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) data (Livesey et al., 2020).

Table 7.1: The 1980-2010 mean 380 K air mass flux and standard deviation (10¹⁸ g yr⁻¹) for each reanalysis. Standard deviations are given as a percent of the value in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NH Mean Flux</th>
<th>NH Std Dev</th>
<th>SH Mean Flux</th>
<th>SH Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERA-I</td>
<td>317 (13%)</td>
<td>13 (4%)</td>
<td>291 (13%)</td>
<td>13 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERRA-2</td>
<td>284 (10%)</td>
<td>10 (4%)</td>
<td>279 (11%)</td>
<td>11 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERRA</td>
<td>267 (8%)</td>
<td>8 (3%)</td>
<td>277 (10%)</td>
<td>10 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JRA-55</td>
<td>266 (7%)</td>
<td>7 (3%)</td>
<td>255 (10%)</td>
<td>10 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSR</td>
<td>253 (28%)</td>
<td>28 (11%)</td>
<td>276 (26%)</td>
<td>26 (9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.6.1 Ozone in tropopause-relative coordinates

Figures 7.26 and 7.27 show reanalysis ozone profiles compared to those from MLS for 2005 through 2015, using the same classification of single and double tropopause regions described in Section 7.3.3 and Schwartz et al. (2015), for each hemisphere’s winter season. Generally similar patterns of differences are seen in other seasons. MERRA-2 (which assimilates MLS data throughout the period compared) shows closer agreement with MLS throughout the UTLS and lower stratosphere than the other reanalyses. At altitudes greater than about 5 km above the primary tropopause, ERA-Interim (JRA-55) ozone values become much higher (lower) than those from MLS; however, since the ozone values themselves increase rapidly, above about 10 km above the primary tropopause.

Figure 7.25: Distribution of the 1980-2010 mean air mass flux across the 380 K surface for (a) ERA-Interim, (b) MERRA-2, (c) MERRA, (d) JRA-55, and (e) CFSR. White contours at increments of 0.2 g cm⁻² day⁻¹. Negative values denote a net downward flux.
Figure 7.26: Climatological (2005-2015) ozone profiles from MLS and four reanalyses interpolated to the MLS measurement locations for DJF in the NH in (top) single and (bottom) double tropopause regions, plotted relative to primary tropopause altitude. Left plots show the ozone profiles, center plots the mixing ratio differences from MLS, and right plots the difference from MLS expressed as a percent of the MLS value. Horizontal lines show the mean (solid) and standard deviation (dashed) of the mean secondary tropopause altitude from the primary for each reanalysis.

Figure 7.27: As in Figure 7.26, but for the SH in JJA.
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the differences are less than 10%. In the region up to about 10 km above the primary tropopause, the reanalyses’ differences from MLS are up to about ± 100 ppbv (up to about 10%) in single tropopause regions and about ± 200 ppbv (20 - 30%) in double tropopause regions.

7.6.2 Ozone in equivalent latitude coordinates

Chapter 4 shows a brief overview of stratospheric (520 K and 850 K) and UTLS (350 K) ozone as a function of EqL and time compared with MLS values. Here we update and extend this analysis with a focus on the UTLS. Section 7.5.2 shows comparisons of some diagnostics of mixing and transport barriers for the same coordinate system and time period, which can be useful for interpretation of similarly mapped trace gas fields. Figures 7.28 and 7.29 compare the climatological (2005 - 2015) distributions of ozone as a function of EqL over the annual cycle in the reanalyses with that from MLS data at 340 K and 390 K, respectively. At 340 K strong ozone gradients are seen along the transport barrier represented by the tropopause and the subtropical jet (see, e.g., sPV gradients as a function of EqL shown in Section 7.5.2), with high ozone in the high-latitude winter and spring arising from descent into the stratospheric subvortex. In the SH, decreasing high-latitude MLS ozone in September through October demarks the lowest extent of chemical loss in the stratospheric vortex. At 390 K, the high-ozone values are confined to the polar winter regions (arising from descent in the stratospheric vortex), and a strong signature of chemical ozone loss is seen from September through December (as noted by Manney et al., 2005; Santee et al., 2011, the SH subvortex does not break up until late December to early January).

MERRA-2, which assimilates MLS ozone at pressures below about 178 hPa (261 hPa in the last half of 2015, which is included in this record), shows much smaller differences from MLS than the other reanalyses at 390 K and slightly smaller differences at 340 K (generally below the level where MLS data are assimilated). At 390 K, all of the reanalyses overestimate ozone in the SH spring (that is, they underestimate chemical loss); the differences are smallest for MERRA-2 and largest for ERA-Interim. Large differences are also seen in the NH subvortex, with MERRA and, to a lesser degree, CFSR/CFSv2 underestimating ozone and ERA-Interim overestimating it. All reanalyses tend to underestimate 390 K ozone in the SH winter before extensive chemical ozone loss has occurred, though the magnitude of the underestimate in MERRA-2 is smaller. At 340 K the reanalyses generally tend to underestimate MLS ozone except in the polar winter to spring – ERA-Interim substantially overestimates SH polar ozone (by over 20%) in August through October, and the other reanalyses overestimate polar winter/spring ozone by around 10%, with varying timing and EqL extent. Despite these differences, all of the reanalyses represent the seasonal cycle well qualitatively (that is, timing and
Figures 7.30 and 7.31 show the time series from 2005 through 2015 of daily MLS ozone as a function of EqL and the differences from the reanalyses. The general features noted in the climatology are also apparent here, and the reanalyses appear to do a reasonable job of capturing interannual variations in that the differences from MLS are not more extreme in extreme years. However, several discontinuities in the time series are worth noting: At the beginning of June 2015, MERRA-2 switched from assimilating v2 to v4 MLS ozone profile data, and the lowest level assimilated changed from about 178 hPa to 261 hPa (for May 2016 and thereafter, not shown in this analysis, this was changed to 215 hPa) (Wargan et al., 2017). A small discontinuity is seen in the MERRA-2 / MLS differences at this time, with slightly better agreement at 340 K and overall slightly more negative differences at 390 K. ERA-Interim also shows several discontinuities related to changes in MLS data assimilated. MLS v2 data were assimilated in 2008, at pressure less than or equal to 215 hPa, and MLS NRT data were assimilated starting in mid-2009 (v2-NRT through 2012 and v3-NRT thereafter). MLS v2.2-NRT ozone data were very limited and were not suitable for scientific use at pressures above 68 hPa (Lambert et al., 2008); during the period when these data were assimilated, the ERA-Interim fields show biases with v4 MLS data that are as large as or larger than those before any MLS data were assimilated. A marked improvement is seen when ERA-Interim began assimilating v3-NRT data, which speaks to the improvements in those retrievals (which allowed these data to be assimilated at pressures as high as 215 hPa), and the biases are similar to those in 2008 when operational MLS ozone data were assimilated down to the same pressure level.

7.6.3 Ozone in jet-relative coordinates

Figures 7.32 and 7.33 show climatological comparisons of assimilated ozone distributions in jet-relative coordinates (see, e.g., Manney et al., 2011) with Aura MLS ozone in the same coordinate system. The assimilated ozone is evaluated both as mapped directly from the native reanalysis grid to jet coordinates (right column in these figures), and as first interpolated (bi-linearly in the horizontal and linearly in time) to the MLS measurement locations and then mapped into jet coordinates (center column in these figures), and as first interpolated (bi-linearly in the horizontal and linearly in time) to the MLS measurement locations and then mapped into jet coordinates (center column in these figures; the latter is restricted to ozone at the same geographic locations, so provides a more fair comparison). The differences in MLS data when mapped to jet coordinates using jet information from each of the reanalyses (left column in these figures) are relatively small (up to about 15%), suggesting that, at least in the zonal mean climatological view, all of the reanalyses provide jet information that is appropriate for this mapping; this is consistent with the results of Manney et al. (2017; see Section 7.4.2) showing a consistent climatology of the upper tropospheric jets in all of the most recent reanalyses when analyzed at (or near) their native model resolutions. That the differences between MERRA and MERRA-2 in this mapping are much smaller than those between MERRA-2 and the other reanalyses suggests that the latter arise primarily from the differing grids/resolutions of the reanalyses (those of MERRA and
Figure 7.30: (Top) Time series of 340 K MLS ozone for 2005 through 2015 and (following rows) the difference of each reanalysis from MLS. The black overlays show the same selected ozone contours, from MLS on the top panel and each of the reanalyses on the following panels.
Figure 7.31: As in Figure 7.30 but at 390 K.
MERRA-2 being the most similar in the horizontal and the same in the vertical).

**Figure 7.32** shows reasonably good agreement between ozone in all of the reanalyses and MLS near and above the tropopause, with the sign of the differences varying in different reanalyses. Except in the SH in JRA-55, all of the reanalyses show lower ozone than MLS in the region below about 2 km below the tropopause. Since earlier versions of MLS data have shown high biases in this region (e.g., Hubert et al., 2016), it is unclear whether this is primarily due to MLS biases or whether the reanalyses may capture less stratosphere-to-troposphere transport than the MLS measurements indicate. The low bias in reanalysis ozone in the extratropical upper troposphere compared to MLS is consistent with that shown in zonal mean satellite data comparisons in Chapter 4. The reanalyses re-mapped from their native grids often, but not always, show similar patterns of differences from MLS data to those re-mapped after being interpolated to the MLS measurement locations. That these differences do sometimes show different qualitative patterns suggests that, even with the dense sampling of MLS data, the satellite sampling can be an important confounding factor in comparisons that are not based on geographically coincident data even when those data are mapped (as they are here) in coordinate systems that match dynamically similar air masses.

Similar results are seen for cross-sections in jet coordinates in other seasons. **Figure 7.33** shows the annual cycle in jet-coordinate MLS and reanalysis ozone as a climatological (1980-2015) slice as a function of latitude from the jet and time at the subtropical jet core altitude. The timing of the seasonal cycle is well-defined and agrees well with that from MLS in all of the reanalyses studied. At the level of the jet core (where the ozone fields are strongly

![Figure 7.32: JJA mean climatological ozone in jet-relative coordinates, for 2005 through 2014. Top left plots shows MLS ozone mapped in jet coordinates using MERRA-2; the remainder of the left column shows the difference between that and MLS ozone mapped to jet coordinates with each of the other reanalyses. The center column shows the difference between each reanalysis’ ozone mapped after interpolating to the MLS measurement locations and the MLS ozone mapped with that reanalysis; the right column is similar except the reanalysis ozone is mapped into jet coordinates directly from its native grid. Overlays show: Windspeeds (black, from 10 to 80 by 10 m s⁻¹, even values dotted), potential temperature (grey dashed, 330 to 390 by 20 K), the 3.5 PVU contour (magenta, negative in SH), and the LRT (grey solid).](image-url)
influenced by the subtropical jet), it is clear that interpolation to MLS locations before mapping into this dynamical coordinate is critical in providing a fair comparison, and thus that sampling effects are substantial. When comparing the reanalyses first interpolated to MLS measurement locations with MLS, the differences themselves show a seasonal cycle that varies among the reanalyses. Those differences are largest (up to about 20% in the NH spring and summer) in JRA-55 and smallest (below 10%) in MERRA-2; this is unsurprising since MERRA-2 assimilates MLS ozone and JRA-55 has the crudest ozone assimilation system of the reanalyses studies here.

7.6.4 Ozone mini-holes

Dynamical redistribution of ozone can produce large transient and localized reductions in total column ozone, also known as mini-holes (e.g., Hood et al., 2001; James, 1998a,b; Newman et al., 1988). Millán and Manney (2017) analyzed the representation of NH mini-hole events from several reanalyses (ERA-Interim, MERRA, MERRA-2, CFSR/CFSv2, and JRA-55) using data from OMI (Levett et al., 2006) and MLS (Waters et al., 2006). OMI column ozone data allow us to compare their geographical representation while MLS ozone profile data allow us to study their vertical representation. Several definitions of mini-holes exist in the literature (e.g., Koch et al., 2005; Hood et al., 2001; James, 1998a). Here, we define mini-hole events as regions where the total column ozone value is less than 25% below the monthly mean. Further, we only consider as mini-hole events those ozone fluctuations with an area larger than 200,000 km$^2$.

Millán and Manney (2017) found that the reanalysis fields display the same mini-hole seasonal variability as OMI, with more mini-hole events during winter when the atmosphere is more dynamically active (see Figure 7.34). OMI and the reanalysis fields also display similar mini-hole

Figure 7.33: Annual cycle in climatological (2005–2014) ozone at the subtropical jet core altitude as a function of time and latitude from the subtropical jet. Columns are as in Figure 7.32. Overlays show: Windspeeds (black, 40, 60, and 80 m s$^{-1}$), the 3.5 PVU contour (magenta, negative in SH), and the LRT (green).
geographical distributions, with mini-holes occurring most frequently over the North Atlantic storm tracks. All of the reanalyses studied underestimate the number of mini-hole events, with the underestimation ranging from 34 % less for ERA-Interim up to 83 % less for JRA-55. Further, reanalyses typically underestimate the area of the mini-hole events and most of the time are between 75 km and 300 km away from the events found in OMI (see Figure 7.35). Mini-holes found in CFSR/CFSv2, MERRA, MERRA-2 and ERA-Interim reanalyses display an eastward bias with respect to the events found in OMI data. JRA-55 does not show a consistent bias direction, a feature that is most likely related to their crude treatment of ozone (see Chapters 2 and 4).

The composite view of the vertical representation of mini-hole events agrees with previously reported mechanisms for dynamical mini-hole formation: Anticyclonic poleward Rossby wave breaking occurs in the UTLS; local uplift of air near the tropopause brings ozone poor air into the column and is accompanied by equatorward advection of polar air in the mid-stratosphere. On average, in the events found in both MLS and the reanalyses, the vertical structure in the reanalyses qualitatively agrees with that in MLS in that about two-thirds of the ozone reduction originates in the UTLS and the rest in the mid-stratosphere. Mini-hole regions do typically show more double tropopauses than in the surrounding air, but the association is not strong because double tropopauses occur most frequently above strong cyclonic circulation systems while mini-holes occur most frequently above anticyclonic systems.

### 7.7 Summary and recommendations

In this chapter, we evaluate an extensive set of diagnostics that are critical to understanding ExUTLS dynamical and transport processes, including the representation of the extratropical tropopause, UT jet streams, mixing and transport diagnostics, and ozone distributions and evolution. Because representing these processes requires high resolution, we focus on the recent full-input reanalyses, including MERRA, MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and CFSR/CFSv2, and provide some comparisons that demonstrate just how important resolution is. The conventional input JRA-55C reanalysis was also compared for a few diagnostics. Earlier reanalysis (e.g., NCEP-NCAR R1 and NCEP-NCAR R2, ERA-40) are not suitable for detailed UTLS studies because of their coarse resolution, especially in the vertical, and are not evaluated here. We find broadly consistent behavior among modern reanalyses in their representation of the extratropical tropopause, UT jet streams, and transport and mixing diagnostics. Larger differences are found in the representation of ozone in the ExUTLS, thought to be largely because of differences in the treatment of ozone among the reanalyses (Davis et al., 2017) (also see Chapter 4). Our key finding and recommendations...
are given below:

**Key findings:**

- The reanalyses evaluated here agree well, with each other and with high-resolution radiosonde observations, on the location of the tropopause. CFSR/CFSv2 shows the smallest errors with respect to lapse rate tropopauses in radiosonde data of the analyses evaluated.

- Long-term trends (1981 - 2015) in tropopause altitude are in broad agreement both among the reanalyses and with observations, except for CFSR/CFSv2.

- The representation of multiple lapse-rate tropopause altitudes, which can be an indication of lateral STE events between the tropical UT and extra tropical lower stratosphere (ExLS), is highly dependent on the vertical grid resolution of reanalyses. CFSR/CFSv2 has the highest frequency of multiple tropopauses and the highest ExUTLS resolution of the reanalyses evaluated here.

- Using pressure and model-level versions of CFSR/CFSv2, we have shown that the degraded vertical resolution in the pressure level fields makes them unsuitable for identifying tropopause locations, especially for multiple tropopause situations.

- JRA-55C was shown to be unsuitable for identifying multiple tropopauses because of its inability to qualitatively reproduce the distributions in SH high latitudes.

- Despite a general under-representation in multiple tropopause frequency compared to observations, most modern reanalyses reproduce the pattern and sign of observed long-term trends in multiple tropopause frequency.

- The reanalyses show good overall agreement in representation of the climatology of UT jets and of the subvortex jet in the lowermost stratosphere.

- Robust trends in UT jets (latitude, altitude, and windspeed) are limited to particular longitude regions and seasons. Disagreement among the reanalyses is most common for the SH jets; in particular, MERRA-2 and/or CFSR/CFSv2 sometimes differ from the other reanalyses even in the sign of the SH jet latitude trends.

- Lagrangian estimates of STE using full 3D kinematic winds are in broad agreement among the reanalyses, with some important differences in the locations and long-term changes of TST and STT. Transport estimates are sensitive to the choice of vertical coordinate (that is diabatic calculations in isentropic coordinates versus kinematic calculations in isobaric coordinates)

- Mixing diagnostics including effective diffusivity and PV gradients as a function of EqL show generally good agreement in climatological seasonal cycle and interannual variability.

- Mass flux across the 380 K isentropic surface agrees well between MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, and JRA-55, with CFSR/CFSv2 showing inconsistencies in the seasonal cycle.

- Climatological ozone distributions and seasonal cycles show good qualitative agreement; because of the large differences in the ozone products assimilated and the methods of assimilating them, this points to good representation of the dynamics in the UTLS, where ozone changes are primarily driven by dynamical and transport processes.

- Reanalysis ozone mapped in EqL generally reproduces at least qualitatively the interannual variability in MLS observed ozone, but ERA-Interim shows several step function changes that are related to changes in the versions of MLS ozone assimilated; in particular, in mid-2009 through 2012, large biases in ERA-Interim UTLS ozone arise from use of an early version of MLS NRT data.

**Recommendations and future work:**

- Based on previous work, and additional studies shown here, we recommend only the recent high-resolution reanalyses (MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, JRA-55, and CFSR/CFSv2 are such analyses evaluated herein) as suitable for ExUTLS dynamical and transport studies. The dynamical diagnostics derived from these reanalyses indicate that they are all suitable for use in such studies with some limitations.
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• Given the inherent sensitivities of transport diagnostics to the method (e.g., Lagrangian vs. Eulerian) and time period used, future reanalyses should incorporate tracers (e.g., stratospheric mean age) for more direct transport comparisons.

• A few diagnostics (e.g., effective diffusivity in CFSR/CFSv2; ozone in ERA-Interim) show substantial discontinuities when assessed over many years, and thus should be used with extreme caution and awareness in any analysis of those diagnostics.

• Despite the above point, further studies of mixing diagnostics (which cannot be compared with direct observations), including trends, comparisons with free-running models, and assessment in relation to trace gas observations, could provide useful information for model and data assimilation system improvement.

• Because many diagnostics of UTLS processes cannot be directly compared with data, using multiple reanalyses and assessing agreement among them should be an important part of ExUTLS studies.

• For diagnostics that cannot be directly compared with data, and in light of similar changes in input data, agreement among the reanalyses should be regarded as a necessary, but by no means a sufficient, condition for robustness of trends.

• As is the case for diagnostics described in other chapters (e.g., Chapter 10), differences between the PV fields arising from differing products provided by the reanalysis centers add to the uncertainties in the evaluations. It would be helpful in the future for all reanalysis centers to provide PV on the model grids.

• The results from reanalyses assimilating MLS ozone (which has relatively high vertical resolution compared to other ozone profilers currently used) show promise for future improvements, and more attention to consistently assimilating high-resolution ozone observations in future reanalyses would be extremely beneficial to understanding the processes controlling ozone in this region, where it is of such great importance to the radiative balance.

• Future work is needed to better elucidate the role of various elements of model design in producing observed differences in tropopause location and characteristics (e.g., through idealized simulations with the core models of each reanalysis).

• In the future, the accuracy of tropopause identifications in reanalyses should improve as the vertical grid spacing decreases. These diagnostics should be evaluated in forthcoming reanalyses (most immediately, in ERA5) and the impacts of these improvements on estimates of STE and their long-term changes should be explored.

• The accuracy of transport estimates from reanalyses is largely unknown, since global estimates of transport from observing systems are not available and the outcomes are sensitive to the input fields and methods used. Comparison of transport calculations using reanalysis wind fields and trace gas observations is one path to examine the accuracy of transport in reanalyses.

• Errors in transport calculations may also be gleaned from comparison of trajectory calculations driven by the reanalysis winds to long-duration balloon observations when available. However, such observations are infrequent and sometimes assimilated into the reanalyses, which limits their utility for validation studies.

• Given the known errors in trajectory and other transport calculations that arise from coarse temporal resolution of input wind fields (e.g., Stohl, 1998; Bowman et al., 2013), more frequent 3D wind field outputs are desired from future reanalyses. Such wind fields, which are already available for ERA5, will allow for improved understanding of transport and STE (e.g., see early work using ERA5 in Hoffmann et al., 2019).

• For studies of reanalysis ozone, several datasets are available for comparisons that have yet to be fully utilized; we recommend further comparisons with data from other satellite instruments (e.g., the Odin OSIRIS and ACE-FTS instruments), ozone sondes, and both campaign and longer term aircraft datasets (e.g., START-08, WISE, IAGOS). Some such studies will be done under the aegis of the SPARC Observed Composition Trends and Variability in the UTLS (OCTAV-UTLS) activity.

• Increased horizontal and vertical grid resolution will also be beneficial for reducing errors in transport calculations and enable analysis of processes at smaller scales.

Figure 7.36 summarizes the results for the main diagnostics evaluated herein. Overall, the latest generation of reanalyses shows good quality for representing UTLS dynamics and transport. Most of the diagnostics discussed herein cannot be verified with observations directly, and, while differences are generally relatively small, the agreement is rarely so good that we can say they are “demonstrated suitable” in cases where direct verification is not possible; hence most of the reanalyses are deemed “suitable with limitations” or “use with caution” for most diagnostics.
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Additional JETPAC products that are shown herein are not calculated operationally, but diagnostics that have been produced are available upon request.
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### Major abbreviations and terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACE-FTS</td>
<td>Advanced Composition and Climate Experiment - Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Telescope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANA</td>
<td>Analyzed, referring to MERRA and MERRA-2 products from the analysis step (see Chapter 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASM</td>
<td>Assimilated, referring to MERRA and MERRA-2 products from assimilation step (see Chapter 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOVS</td>
<td>Advanced TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSR</td>
<td>Climate Forecast System Reanalysis of the NCEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSv2</td>
<td>Climate Forecast System version 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONUS</td>
<td>CONtiguous United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTM</td>
<td>Chemical Transport Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJF</td>
<td>December/January/February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE</td>
<td>Department of Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Double Tropopause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECMWF</td>
<td>European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENSO</td>
<td>El Niño Southern Oscillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq</td>
<td>Equivalent Latitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA-40</td>
<td>ECMWF 40-year reanalysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA-Interim</td>
<td>ECMWF interim reanalysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExUTLS</td>
<td>Extratropical Upper Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMAO</td>
<td>Global Modeling and Assimilation Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNSS-RO</td>
<td>Global Navigation Satellite System - Radio Occultation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAGOS</td>
<td>In-service Aircraft for a Global Observing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JETPAC</td>
<td>JEt and Tropopause Products for Analysis and Characterization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJA</td>
<td>June/July/August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JRA-55</td>
<td>Japanese 55-year Reanalysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{eff}$</td>
<td>Effective Diffusivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>Lapse-Rate Tropopause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>Lower Stratosphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAM</td>
<td>March/April/May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERRA</td>
<td>Modern Era Retrospective-Analysis for Research and Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERRA-2</td>
<td>Modern Era Retrospective-Analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLS</td>
<td>Microwave Limb Sounder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCAR</td>
<td>National Center for Atmospheric Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCEP</td>
<td>National Centers for Environmental Prediction of the NOAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCEP-NCAR DOE R2</td>
<td>Reanalysis 2 of the NCEP and DOE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCEP-NCAR R1</td>
<td>Reanalysis 1 of the NCEP and NCAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>Northern Hemisphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRT</td>
<td>Near Real Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWS</td>
<td>National Weather Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTAV-UTLS</td>
<td>Observed Composition Trends And Variability in the Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMI</td>
<td>Ozone Monitoring Instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSIRIS</td>
<td>Optical Spectrograph and InfraRed Imaging System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PJ</td>
<td>Polar Jet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Potential Vorticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVU</td>
<td>PV units (defined as $10^{-6}$ K m$^2$ (kg s)$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REM</td>
<td>Reanalysis Ensemble Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rms</td>
<td>root mean square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH</td>
<td>Southern Hemisphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON</td>
<td>September/October/November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sPV</td>
<td>scaled Potential Vorticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START-08</td>
<td>Stratosphere-Troposphere Analyses of Regional Transport 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE</td>
<td>Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STJ</td>
<td>SubTropical Jet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STT</td>
<td>Stratosphere-to-Troposphere Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIROS</td>
<td>The Television Infrared Observation Satellite Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOVS-ATOVS</td>
<td>TIROS Operational Vertical Sounde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TST</td>
<td>Troposphere-to-Stratosphere Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>Tropical Tropopause Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>Upper Troposphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTLS</td>
<td>Upper Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISE</td>
<td>Wave-driven ISentropic Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMO</td>
<td>World Meteorological Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>